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(Stalker) by (Lucy Murgatroyd)



(Based on, ) 



FADE IN: INT. ABI’S ROOM - DAY ABI, a 16-18 year old girl wearing casual, teenager clothes, is in her room sitting on her bed scrolling through social media on her laptop with music playing. ABI’S MUM (O.S) (From off screen) Abi! Time for school! Abi closes her laptop which stops the music. She heads downstairs. We a board covered in pictures. They are pictures of TYLER (O.S), a boy from her school which is covered in red string and some pictures have red circles on them signifying different things. Screen goes black and the title screen shows. CUT TO: INT. HALLWAY - DAY School bell rings. We see a busy hallway with students transitioning between lessons. ABI (V.O) It was just another school day to you. We move to Tyler, a 17-18 year old boy wearing casual, teenager clothes, and his group of friends, who are in the same age range,also wearing casual, teenager clothes but they all have a different styles. Whilst walking to class he walks past Abi and they make indirect eye contact for a moment, meanwhile Abi slips a note into Tyler’s bag. Tyler stops and turns around to watch her walk off with a confused look as if he knows her. His best friend LUKE comes up to him. Luke’s style is more of a generic teenage style. Hey, you ok?



LUKE TYLER (Turning around) What? Yeah, I’m fine. Luke notices that Tyler was staring at Abi.



" . 2 LUKE Do you know that girl? Tyler turns to watch Abi again until she fades into the crowd of students. ABI (V.O) I’ve always been the weird girl at school. Nobody understood me. TYLER No. But I feel like I should. LUKE Tyler, come on we’re gonna be late. Luke tugs Tyler’s arm and they continue walking to their class. ABI (V.O) But everything was about to change. The bell rings to signal the beginning of the next scene. CUT TO: INT. CLASSROOM - DAY Tyler and Luke enter and sit at their seats. Tyler opens his bag to find the note from Abi looking confused of what it could be and where it came from. He unfolds the note and reads it. ABI (V.O) Tyler, I’ve been watching you for a while now and I think it’s time you knew. Your eyes sparkle like moonlight hitting the water and I wish to gaze into them every second of everyday. Your friends don’t appreciate you like I do in ways you don’t know. If you ever need someone to appreciate you I’m always there. From A. Tyler scrunches up the note and stuffs it into his bag. He feels creeped out from the note he has just received. The bell rings to signal the end of the scene and the start of the next scene. CUT TO:



" . 3 INT. AFTER CLASS - HALLWAY - DAY We see a busy hallway filled with students heading home. Tyler and his friends are walking down the hallway ABI (V.O) You never saw me. So I made you see me. SOPHIE, a friend of Tyler’s and her personal style is more preppy, notices a hooded figure at Tyler’s locker. SOPHIE Tyler. Isn’t that your locker?! She points to his locker. We see Abi, dressed in a hoodie that covers part of her face, breaking into Tyler’s locker and rummaging through his stuff whilst placing another note in and amongst his stuff. TYLER (Aggressive tone) Hey! You! Abi sharply turns around to see Tyler running towards her. She runs away and barges through a big crowd of students. Tyler tries going through the crowd but it’s too big get through and catch her. He rummages through his locker to see if anything has been taken. Sophie goes over with him. SOPHIE What the hell was she doing?! TYLER What the hell?! Luke comes over. What’s wrong?



LUKE TYLER (Confused) She took my sweat band and deodorant?! And left a note. He pulls the note out of his locker as Luke is speaking. Weirdo.



LUKE SOPHIE What does it say? Tyler opens up the note and reads it.



" . 4 TYLER Meet me at the school entrance after school. From A. ABI (V.O) This was our chance to be together, but they interfered. SOPHIE Well, obviously he’s not gonna go. LUKE Yeah, obviously. (Looks at TYLER) Right? TYLER What? Yeah obviously. SOPHIE For all we know she could be a psycho. True.



TYLER Tyler locks up his locker. Tyler, Sophie and Luke walk off to the school entrance to head home. CUT TO: EXT. OUTSIDE OF SCHOOL - DAY We see Abi waiting outside the school entrance. She sees Tyler, Luke and Sophie walk past and completely ignoring her and Tyler’s arrangement. ABI (V.O) But you didn’t even bother and for that you needed to be punished. Abi walks off angry about what has just happened.



CUT TO: INT. TYLER’S ROOM - DAY We see Tyler place his bag down and sit on his bed and go his phone. He has received a text from an unknown number. We see Tyler’s phone screen read.



" . 5 ABI (V.O) You betrayed me! Tyler replies. (V.O) Who is this?



TYLER



The unknown replies with. ABI (V.O) Your worst nightmare! We see a shadow come up behind Tyler. He sharply turns around. The screen goes black. We here a cry/scream. CUT TO: INT. CLASSROOM - DAY Title shows on the screen saying 3 weeks later. We see Luke walk into the classroom and sit down at his desk looking sad and he glances over to Tyler’s seat, which is empty. CUT TO: INT. HALLWAY - DAY School bell rings. We see a busy hallway filled with students transitioning between lessons. We see Luke and Sophie walking down the hallway. Sophie is on the phone with Tyler’s mum. SOPHIE (On the phone) Ok………yes………thank you…bye. She hangs up the phone. Anything?



LUKE SOPHIE Nothing…but the police are still searching. I’m sure they’ll find him soon. LUKE Let’s hope so.



" . 6 Sophie consoles Luke as they continue to walk down the hallway. The school bell rings to signify the end of this scene and the beginning of the next scene. CUT TO: EXT. OUTSIDE OF SCHOOL - DAY We see Luke waiting for Sophie when he receives a text from an unknown number. We see Luke’s phone screen “HELP!”. Luke is confused by the text but then thinks it may be Tyler. He replies “Tyler?!”. Sophie comes over. Hey.



SOPHIE LUKE (Distracted looking at his phone) Yeah, hey. SOPHIE Whatcha looking at? Luke shows Sophie the text. You don’t think… LUKE (Interrupts her) Wait! They’re typing. We see the dot, dot, dot on the phone screen. Luke and Sophie are waiting in anticipation. A text pops up it says “Yeah Luke?!” SOPHIE (Sighs in relief) Thank god he's ok… (Impatiently) Well, ask him where he is! Luke replies “Ur ok! How do u have a phone? Where r u?”. It doesn’t take to long for Tyler to reply with “Shaken but fine, I stole it and idk I’m in a basement of some sort”. Luke is impressed with Tyler stealing a phone and is about to reply but is stopped by Sophie. SOPHIE (Demanding) Give me the damn phone! Sophie grabs Luke’s phone and types and mouths “Tyler it’s Soph can u tell us ur location so we can find u and bring u home?!”



" . 7 LUKE He obviously doesn’t know Soph. Tyler sends another text saying “I think I’m at that girls house”. LUKE Or maybe he does. Sophie deletes the text she wrote and writes a knew one and mouths “What girl?” she sends it. He replies instantly with “the girl who broke into my locker. Her name is Abi she's in the year below” LUKE What that weird girl?! Oh I think she walks the same way we do when going home. Abi walks past as if on her way home. Sophie spots her. SOPHIE Come on then. Sophie gives Luke his phone back and they start following Abi home. Luke sends Tyler a text saying “Hang in there we r on our way”. CUT TO: EXT. ABI’S STREET - DAY We see Abi walk down the road we see Luke and Sophie slightly behind her trying to be stealthy. Abi stops for a moment. Sophie and Luke quickly hide as Abi turns around. After not spotting them she continues walking. Sophie and Luke follow her until she enters her house. LUKE Shit. Now how do we get in? Sophie notices a side path up to the garden where there is a shed, which Abi enters and leaves the door slightly open. She signals to Luke. LUKE Do you think he’s in there?! SOPHIE Only one way to find out. Luke and Sophie stealthily follow the path to Abi’s garden and up to the shed, led by Luke. Luke peeps through a window to see if he can see anything. He ducks back down afterwards.



" . 8 LUKE It’s too dark. I can’t see anything. SOPHIE Guess we’re going in then. LUKE What?! Oh hell no! SOPHIE You want to save your best friend don’t you?! He nods in agreement. Then come on! They go to enter the shed. CUT TO: INT. SHED - DAY We see Sophie opening the door which is a little creaky. They step into this dark room that’s all dusty, filled with gardening utensils. SOPHIE Look for any clues. They start searching the shed for clues. Luke spots another door. He goes to open it when the door is being opened from the other side. Shit.



LUKE Sophie pulls him to hide somewhere whilst we see Abi come from the other side of the door, shut the door and exit the shed, locking the shed door behind her. Sophie and Luke come out of where ever they’re hiding. SOPHIE (Annoyed) Great. Now we’re stuck. LUKE Oh well… Sophie is confused. Luke goes over to the mysterious door and opens it. At least this door is unlocked.



" . 9 They go through the door head down the stairs and the bottom. Sophie opens and drowsy. He lights up the door. Tyler!



which leads to a staircase. They here movement from the room at the door to find Tyler tied up when he sees Luke and Sophie at SOPHIE AND LUKE



They run over to him. Luke starts to untie him whilst Sophie goes over to him gives him a hug. TYLER You know when I told you where I was. I meant for you to call the police, not sneak into the psycho’s house! Tyler is untied. SOPHIE Thank you would be appreciated too. TYLER But it’s not safe here. ABI He’s right you know. Luke and Sophie sharply turn around to see Abi standing in the doorway. I underestimated your friends Tyler. She attempts to walk closer. SOPHIE Stay away you psychotic bitch! Abi pulls a knife out, Luke and Sophie back away a little from Tyler. ABI They’re more like pests that need to be eliminated. She points the knife at them. Small pause. SOPHIE Why are you doing this?! ABI Your interfering with mine and Tyler’s happiness. We can never be



" . 10 together with you 2 sticking your noses in where they don’t belong. LUKE You won’t get away with this! ABI You’d be surprised. SOPHIE He’s not lying……since I called the police as soon as we arrived and I think that’s them now. We here police sirens. Abi walks closer to Sophie, Luke and Tyler. ABI You just made……a huge mistake. She raises the knife as if to stab one of them. Tyler, Sophie and Luke dodge and run out of the room and up the stairs. They run back through the door at the top of the stairs. Tyler shuts the door. Luke and Sophie bolt the door shut with a big object they found in the shed. ABI (From the other side of the door) Where do you think you’re going?! We see a knife stab through the door. Luke and Tyler are holding the door shut whilst Sophie runs through the shed door. CUT TO: EXT. ABI’S STREET - DAY Sophie stops outside of the shed and sees a police car and policeman. Help!



SOPHIE We see Abi burst through the door inside the shed. Luke and Tyler run to the shed entrance. Abi aims to stab Luke but stabs Tyler accidentally in the back. He falls on to the grass outside of the shed.



No!



SOPHIE (Distressed)



" . 11 LUKE (Distressed) Tyler! Sophie and Luke go to Tyler. Abi walks out of the shed and sees what she has done. ABI (Shaken) T…Tyler?! Abi goes over to Tyler but is blocked by Luke. Get back!



LUKE POLICEMAN Call an ambulance! They arrest Abi and lead her to the front of the house. ABI (Whilst being taken off screen and crying) I’m sorry Tyler, I’m so sorry. She is taken off screen we see Sophie and Luke with Tyler. SOPHIE (Crying) It’s gonna be ok Tyler. LUKE (Worryingly) He’s got to be ok. The screen goes black. Title shows on the screen saying Tyler never made it to the hospital. End. 



" . i SCENE INDEX
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......................... 4
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